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Intellectual Hazard



The perspective of one meter



Intellectual hazard is the tendency of behavioral biases 
to interfere with accurate thought and analysis within 
complex organizations, thus impairing the acquisition, 
analysis, communication and implementation of 
information within an organization and between an 
organization and external parties. 



Comparison with moral hazard.

Moral hazard is the tendency of insurance to reduce the 
incentives of the insured party to take precautions to 
prevent the insured risk from happening. 



Like moral hazard, intellectual hazard results from 
structural features of markets that are otherwise 
beneficial: shifting risk to specialized risk-bearers (moral 
hazard), and allocating responsibility among specialized 
instrumentalities (intellectual hazard). 



Like moral hazard, intellectual hazard is pervasive.  All 
forms of insurance create moral hazard.  All complex 
organizations are subject to intellectual hazard.  



Like moral hazard, intellectual hazard can present 
systemic risk: because it affects organizations that are 
very large, very interconnected, or linked to many 
similarly situated organizations, intellectual hazard can 
pose a threat to the stability of an entire system of 
markets or institutions.  



Types of intellectual hazard:

a)  complexity bias
b)  incentive bias
c)  asymmetry bias  



Complexity bias: the propensity of an actor to wrongly 
analyze a situation due to inherent limitations on the 
actor’s ability to interpret complex sets of information 
within the time period needed for decision. 



Tunnel vision – seeing only part of the problem



Confirmation bias: seeing what you expect to 
see



Representative bias – assuming samples are accurate 
measures of the population



Oversimplification bias – using manageable but 
potentially inaccurate rules of thumb



Authoritarian bias: over-valuing information received 
from prestigious or authoritative sources



Ambiguity aversion bias – responding to known or 
quantifiable risks and understating poorly understood 
risks.



Incentive bias:  interpreting the world in a way 
consistent with one’s self-interest



Herding behavior: following the consensus view in order 
to avoid criticism



Cognitive dissonance: interpreting facts to avoid 
discomfort.



Loss-aversion bias: avoid recognition of a loss for which 
an actor may be blamed



Self-serving bias: distorting or misinterpreting 
information in order to advance one’s own interests
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Asymmetry Bias: appears when actors in a complex 
organization bring preformed and fixed ideas, 
judgments, or attitudes to bear in the analysis of 
information
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Status Quo Bias: Actors have a tendency to overvalue 
the present state even if evidence and analysis 
suggests another course of action.
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Ostrich effect: the tendency for market actors to ignore 
news, data or analysis that imply negative outcomes



Optimism bias: the tendency of complex institutions to 
promote and empower optimists during good times
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Intellectual hazard in the crisis of 2008



Banks and securities firms relied too heavily on 
mathematical and computer models, without adequately 
evaluating the assumptions and limitations that went 
into the models. 



The pressure to generate profits causes managers of 
large, complex financial institutions to display herding 
behavior.  Chuck Prince of Citicorp: “as long as the 
music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance.”



The Fed: don’t pop bubbles.



The Fed: the “great moderation”



The Fed: the overriding responsibility of a CB is to 
maintain price stability



The Basel Committee: Excessive focus on capital 
adequacy



The Basel Committee: Grossly underestimating risk of 
home mortgages



The Basel Committee: Excessive reliance on rating 
agencies



Regulators: Excessive reliance on capital; credulous 
reliance on industry self-regulation; excessive 
deference to industry leaders such as Bernard Madoff



Countermeasures to Intellectual Hazard



Possible reforms:

- Regulation of complexity
- Disclosure of reasons
- Enhanced regulatory scrutiny



Possible reforms:

- Regulation of complexity
- Corporate governance reforms

- Managers
- Operators
- Engineers



Possible reforms:

- Regulation of complexity
- Corporate governance reforms
- Education

- business school
- law school
- government schools
- continuing education



Possible reforms:

- Regulation of complexity
- Corporate governance reforms
- Education
- Government reforms – financial stability regulator

- King Lear’s Fool
- We need more fools in finance
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